COLD WAR ON BRITISH MUSLIMS:
AN EXAMINATION OF POLICY EXCHANGE AND THE CENTRE FOR SOCIAL COHESION
(Spinwatch 2011) by Dr David Miller, Tom Mills and Tom Griffin

COUNTERING AL-QAEDA IN LONDON:
POLICE AND MUSLIMS IN PARTNERSHIP (HURST 2011) by Dr Robert Lambert

Prof. David Miller
Professor of Sociology in the School of Applied Social Sciences, University of Strathclyde. He has written widely on propaganda, spin and lobbying and is a director of Spinwatch. His recent publications include: A Century of Spin: How Public Relations Became the Cutting Edge of Corporate Power (Pluto Press, 2008), Thinker, Faker, Spinner, Spy: Corporate PR and the Assault on Democracy (Pluto Press, 2007), and recently co-authored Cold War on British Muslims (Spinwatch).

Dr Robert Lambert
An academic with a police career in counter-terrorism (1977-2007), who in the aftermath of 9/11 established the Muslim Contact Unit to work emphatically and in partnership with London Muslims. He is co-director of the European Muslim Research Centre at the Exeter University and lecturer at the Centre for the Study of Terrorism and Political Violence, University of St. Andrews.

Rizwaan Sabir
A doctoral researcher at the University of Strathclyde, researching Islam in British and Scottish government policy with a special focus on counter-terrorism. In May 2008 he was detained for seven days as a suspected member of al-Qaida for being in possession of primary research literature. He was released without charge. In September 2011, the Chief Constable of Nottinghamshire Police paid £20,000 in compensation to Sabir for his wrongful arrest and detention under the Terrorism Act 2000.

Moderator:
Anas Altitkri
CEO, The Cordoba Foundation

Tuesday 6.30pm
08/11/11
London Muslim Centre
46 Whitechapel Road
London E1 1JX
Nearest tube: Aldgate East / Whitechapel

All welcome

Registration advisable:
events@thecordobafoundation.com
Tel: 020 8991 3372
www.thecordobafoundation.com
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